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Abstract
In few decades, III-V compound semiconductors have attracted much
attention due to theirs excellent optical properties. Especially, because of the
suitable band gap of GaN, it is selected and used in the light emitting diode
(LED) devices. Comparing with conventional lighting devices, LED devices
have many advantages, such as high lighting efficiency, long lifetime of devices,
and less heating lighting effect. However, the performance of conventional GaN
based LED devices is suffered by high threading dislocation density, low
external extraction efficiency and wafer bowing effect.
In order to overcome these problems, a method of growth of GaN thin film
on the sapphire covered by hexagonal non-closed packed (HNCP) hollow silica
particles was proposed in this study. This method concluded three steps. At
first, various sized monodisperse shrinkable PS-silica core-shell beads were
synthesized. As-synthesized particles had two important features, one was the
shrinkable shell, and another was decomposable core. Second step was
patterning. Sapphire substrate coated by monolayer core-shell particles with
hexagonal closed packed (HCP) structure was fabricated by spin-coating
method. Then after thermal treatment, HCP core-shell particles array was
transformed to HNCP hollow silica particles array. The main defects in HNCP
silica hollow particle pattern was the connection between particles. Due to
connection between neighboring particles, HNCP pattern was not perfect.

i

These connection defects were inevitably formed during thermal treatment
with low ramping time. However in the case of thermal treatment with high
ramping time, connection between neighboring particles could be avoided. In
the end, GaN thin film was grown on patterned substrate by metal organic
chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD). Due to high coverage percentage of
hollow silica beads mask, existence of bilayer and aggregate particles, and
imperfect growth condition, GaN films was not fully coalescent. SEM images
show that self-assembly HNCP hollow silica particle pattern was successfully
embedded with GaN thin films with ultra-high coverage percentage of hollow
silica beads. By using HNCP hollow silica beads coated substrate, XRD FWHM
value of (102) plane was reduced from 521.1 to 335.1 arcsec, PL intensity was
increased by a factor of 7, the PL peak was shift from 361.8 to 363.5. We
concluded that GaN films are grown with higher crystal quality, higher
external quantum efficiency and lower stress by inserting HNCP hollow silica
beads.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
In few decades, III-V compound semiconductors, such as gallium nitride
(GaN), aluminum nitride (AlN), indium nitride (InN) have attracted much
attention due to theirs excellent optical properties. Especially, because of the
suitable band gap of GaN, it is selected and used in the light emitting diode
devices (LED).[1] Comparing with other conventional lighting devices, LED
devices have many advantages, such as high lighting efficiency, long lifetime of
devices, and less heating lighting effect. The limited source of fossil fuel on the
earth and growing consuming of energy of human being is a serious problem
need to be solved urgently. Under these circumstances, there is a tendency to
replace all of the incandescent lamps by high efficacy lighting devices to
reduce the energy consumption. The huge market and urgent demanding
around the world impels the companies and research institutions to
investigate the methods of growing high-quality and low-cost GaN thin films.
In the case of growth of GaN, homoepitaxy is a very difficult and high-cost
work due to the hardship of fabrication of GaN substrate.[2] Because of the
high melting point and slow growth speed, the cost of using Czochralshi
method is extremely high, which is the most conventional method of growth of
bulk single crystal. By these reasons, the heteroepitaxy [3] of GaN on other
different substrate is the main method of current research tendency. For
example, metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) is usually used to
grow GaN thin films, on various substrates like sapphire, Si, and SiC substrates
1

as heteroepitaxial growth.[4~7]
Although using the heteroepitaxial growth to fabricate GaN thin films
solve the problem of high cost in the fabrication process, the performance of
the devices are still suffered by poor crystal quality of GaN epitaxial layer.
There are three main problems of the heteroepitaxial layer. First problem is
the high threading dislocation density in the GaN thin films. Due to the large
lattice mismatch between sapphire substrate and GaN epitaxial layer, the
stress is accumulated from the interface to epitaxial layer. Finally, huge amount
of threading dislocations are formed when the thickness of thin films is great
than critical thickness. In the case of sapphire substrate, lattice mismatch is 15%
[8], the density of threading dislocation is as high as 109~11cm-2 without any
special growth method. Thus, dislocations in the GaN thin films work as
non-radiative recombination centers to catch and kill carriers.[9~11] By this
reason, finding a strategy to reduce density of dislocation is a very necessary
and effective method to improve the efficiency of LED devices. Second problem
is low external extraction efficiency of GaN based LED devices. Comparing
with refractive index of air (nair=1.0), refractive index of GaN is too large
(nGaN=2.43). Most of the photons generated in the semiconductor films are not
able to escape to the air. This is so-called total internal reflection. According to
the Snell’s law, only when the incident angle of photon is smaller than 23.6°,
photon is able to escape from semiconductor, if not photon will be trapped in
the semiconductor.[12] In other word, only 4.2% of total photon is able to be
extracted from escape cone. This means that, if we want to increase total
2

lighting efficiency of devices, we have to increase external quantum efficiency
by certain design of device structure. Third problem is wafer bowing. Due to
large difference of thermal expansion coefficient between sapphire substrate
and GaN epitaxial layer, after growth at high temperature, bowing of wafer
happens at room temperature. It will increase cost and lower quality of
production.[13]
In order to solve these problems of conventional GaN based LED devices, a
lot of effective methods were proposed. One of the most famous methods is
named as lateral epitaxial overgrowth (LEO).[14,15] Process of LEO can be
described as follow. At first, a dielectric material such as silica or silicon nitride
was deposited on the substrate as a mask with certain amount of opening
space on the bare substrate. Mask region, which was not able to grow GaN
nuclei on it, is fabricated generally by photolithographic techniques. Because
of this selective epitaxial growth mode, GaN was grown only on the opening
windows. Then by adjusting growth condition, growth mode was transformed
to lateral epitaxial growth, and dielectric mask was finally covered by GaN
films by coalesce of GaN islands. After LEO process, GaN thin film with full
coalescence state and smooth surface was grown. Due to the reducing of
contact region between substrate and epitaxial layer and annihilated
dislocations which were bended to lateral direction and encountered with
each other, threading dislocation density was reduced greatly by LEO. However,
because of complicated fabrication process, cost of this technique is quite high.
Other well-known method to fabricate high efficiency LED devices is patterned
3

sapphire substrate (PSS).[16~19] The idea of this method was using uneven
substrate to increase possibility of extraction of photon by scattering effect.
PSS was generally fabricated by reactive ion etching. Similar with the case of
LEO, GaN films was selectively grown on the substrate without patterns. This
means that PSS can not only reduce dislocation density, but also increase
external quantum efficiency. However, this method is also very complicated
and expensive. Recently, using silicon or sapphire substrate coated by
monolayer of silica beads as mask to grow high quality GaN thin films was
reported by several group.[20~23] Existence of silica beads not only worked
as mask to reduce dislocation density, but also increased external quantum
efficiency by scattering effect. In order to further remove stress of GaN
epitaxial film, meanwhile utilize silica beads to reduce density of dislocation
and increase external quantum efficiency, one of seniors in our group, Jonghak
Kim reported a method of using hollow silica monolayer coated sapphire as
substrate to grow GaN thin films. Experiment result showed that stress of
epitaxial films is also greatly reduced by this method.[13]
In this paper, a method of growth of GaN thin film on the sapphire covered
by hexagonal non-closed packed monolayer hollow silica particles is proposed.
This method concludes three steps. At first, various sized monodisperse
shrinkable PS-silica core-shell beads are synthesized. Size of core-shell bead
can be adjusted from 300nm to 3µm. The as-synthesized particles have two
important features, one is shrinkable shell, and another is decomposable core.
After thermal treatment at high temperature in the air, size of silica shell
4

becomes smaller, meantime, PS core is removed and spherical shape is
remained. Core-shell particle is transformed into hollow silica shell with a
smaller size than as-synthesized beads. Then second step is patterning.
Sapphire substrate coated by monolayer core-shell particles with HCP
structure is fabricated by spin-coating method. Then after thermal treatment,
HCP core-shell particles array is transformed to HNCP hollow silica particles.
However, due to connection between neighboring particles, HNCP pattern is
not perfect. In the end, GaN thin film is grown on patterned substrate by
MOCVD method.
The highlights of this research are shown as follow. At first,
polystyrene-silica core-shell beads with various sizes from 3μm to 300nm are
synthesized by one-pot methods instead of two-step reaction to reduce cost
and process. HNCP hollow silica array is coated on the bare sapphire substrate
with controllable coverage percentage from 50% to 85% to further reduce
stress. Compare with other patterning method of HNCP hollow particles array,
our fabrication process is greatly simple and low-cost. In the end, instead of
totally random packed particles, our coated sample has some degree of
periodic structure. Although not perfect, this periodic structure can increase
external quantum efficiency.

5

Chapter 2. Synthesis of shrinkable core-shell sphere by
one-pot method
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Synthesis of polystyrene-MTC copolymer
There are two different kinds of polymerization reaction depending on
the reaction product of the polymerization procedure. First one is addition
polymerization; sometimes it is called chain reaction polymerization. During
the process of addition polymerization, polymer is the only production of
reaction.

Other

is

condensation

polymerization

or

step

reaction

polymerization. In this case, during the polymerization, not only large
molecule like polymer but also small molecule like water, is formed.
Polymerization

of

polystyrene-2-(methacryloyl)ethyltrimethylammonium

chloride (polystyrene-MTC) is an addition polymerization. During reaction
process, the double bond of both styrene and MTC breaks and then monomer
connects with each other to form a long chain molecule. In our experiment,
double bond between carbon atoms in both styrene and MTC molecules is
broken in polymerization reaction. Then a long chain molecule is formed with
a random arranged structure like -A-A-B-A-A-A-B-A-…, which A and B
represent styrene and MTC, respectively. In Fig.1, the molecular structure of
styrene, MTC, and copolymer is shown, respectively.
6

In the case of addition polymerization, existence of initiator is necessary.
In general, one or more chemical bond of initiator molecule breaks at the
beginning of reaction and produces several small molecules with an unpaired
electron, named as radical or highly active ion depending on the charge of
active atom. If polymerization is initiated by small molecules with an unpaired
electron, it is called as free radical polymerization. On the other hand, in the
case of polymerization is initiated by highly active ion, it is called as ionic
polymerization.
In our experiment, azoic compound is selected as initiator. This kind of
compound is not stable in high temperature, single bond between carbon and
nitrogen breaks, and decomposes into N2 gas and two radicals. Radical is a
species which has one or more unpaired valence electrons. It has a tendency to
gain electron, or form a chemical bond with other atoms. Because of this
reason, initiator radicals react with the monomer and produce monomeric
radicals. By the chain reaction between radicals and monomer, the monomeric
radicals continually propagate to form oligomeric radicals. Polystyrene-MTC
copolymer molecules precipitate from solvent and form nuclei, which degree
of polymerization is higher than the critical value. After that, these nuclei
aggregate with each other, polymer nanoparticle or microparticle is formed. In
the Fig.2, the schematic picture of agglomerated nanoparticles and grafted
nanoparticles is shown.[24]
The function of stabilizer molecules is producing stabilizer grafted
polystyrene-MTC copolymer molecules. In our experiment, we use polyvinyl
7

pyrrolidone (PVP) as stabilizer, a water-soluble polymer made from monomer
N-vinylpyrrolidone. During polymerization, these molecules are adsorbed on
the particle surface. Existence of stabilizer can stop the aggregate of nuclei.
Depending on the amount of PVP in the reactor, and size of polymer particles
can be controlled. Then nuclei grow by absorption of oligomeric radical from
solvent and their polymerization with in the particles. Fig.3 shows schematic
of the process of polystyrene synthesis.[25]
In this chapter, various sized polystyrene-MTC copolymer particles are
synthesized in different conditions. Size of monodisperse polystyrene-MTC
copolymer can be adjusted from 300nm to 3µm by controlling experiment
parameters.

8

Figure 1 Molecular structure of styrene, MTC, and copolymer
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Figure 2 Schematic picture of agglomerated and grafted nanoparticles [24]
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Figure 3 Schematic of the process of polystyrene synthesis. [25]
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2.1.2 Synthesis of silica shell on the copolymer beads
Synthesis of core-shell particles with polymeric core and silica shell can
be classified as one-step reaction [26~28] and two-step reaction [29~31]. In
one-step method, one-pot synthesis is attractive in terms of simplicity due to
no separation reactor and process between polymerization of core and silica
shell coating. Wu et al.[26] reported synthesis of PS-silica core-shell particles
by using MTC as co-monomer to increase the positive charge density on PS
core, and then silica shell was coated on the core by electrostatic force
between strong positive charged PS bead surface and negative charged
hydrolysis production of tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS). Shim and his
coworker synthesized silica-PS core-shell beads by using a positively charged
silica sol and negative surface charged PS core.[27] They used an anionic
initiator, potassium persulfate, and surface of PS core was modified to strong
negative charge to increase attraction of positive charged silica sol. Armes et al.
reported synthesis of silica-PS core-shell beads within a negative charged
silica sol in the presence of a neutral initiator AIBN and an cationic initiator
AIBA.[28] In two-step method, it includes a separation process of fabrication
of polymeric core and coating silica shell. F.Caruso and his coworkers used a
layer-by-layer method to coat silica shell on monodisperse polystyrene core
with controllable shell thickness.[29] Different with layer-by-layer method, Xia,
and his coworkers reported core-shell PS/silica beads synthesized by coating
silica shell on -NH2 grafted surface via the Stober method.[30] Wu et al.
reported PS-SiO2 core-shell synthesized from positive charged PS beads under
12

at 70°C and an acid environment for a long reaction time.[31] However, these
two-step methods generally have a relative complex fabrication procedure and
long processing time due to the necessary of changing the reaction
environment and surface modification of PS beads between reactions of
polymerization of polystyrene core and coating silica shell.
In our experiment, monodisperse polystyrene-MTC core-shell beads are
synthesized by using one-step reaction. Polystyrene-MTC beads with different
size are synthesized by addition polymerization in 70°C. Then reactor is
cooled down to 50°C to coat a silica shell by adding ammonia as catalyst and
TEOS as silica sources. By adjusting amount of ammonia and TEOS, shell
shows uniform distribution and smooth surface; also thickness of shell also
can be controlled. Micron-sized core-shell beads can be easily synthesized by
using AIBN as initiator and alcohol as solvent. But in the case of submicron
sized particles, synthesis of submicron polymeric core needs strong polarity
solution, like pure water. However, water is also catalyst of hydrolysis reaction
of TEOS. Excess catalyst will cause the formation of tiny silica particles.
Therefore, in the case for synthesis of submicron particles in week polarity
solution, seeding process is necessary. Because of this extra seeding process,
both submicron sized particles and micron sized particles can be synthesized.

13

2.2 Experiment and analysis
2.2.1 Materials
Styrene, TEOS, 2-(methacryloyl)ethyltrimethylammonium chloride (MTC),
2,2-Azobis(2-methylpropionitrile),

ammonia

30%

water

solution,

Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) with both average molar masses of 40kg/mol and
360kg/mol were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. (United States of America).
2-(azo(1-cyano-1-methylethyl))-2-methylpropane

nitrile(AIBN),

was

purchased from J.T Baker Co. (United States of America). All materials above
were used without further purification.

2.2.2 Synthesis of submicron polystyrene spheres
AIBN was used as initiator, PVP was used as stabilizer and styrene was
used as monomer, MTC was used as co-monomer. Deionized water and ethanol
were used as solvent. All of PVP, half of ethanol was charged into a 250 mL
two-necked flask. After sealing one of the openings of two-necked flask by plug,
reactor was deoxygenated by fluxing the nitrogen gas at room temperature for
10min. Meanwhile, solution was stirred by stirring bar, with a constant
300rpm. Then half of styrene was injected into reactor by injection syringe,
which all of the AIBN was dissolved in it before injection. After 10 more
minutes to remove all the oxygen in reactor, reaction temperature was
gradually increased to 70°C on the hot plate. 1.5h later, after seeding process in
first step, all of remaining styrene and ethanol and all of MTC and water were
14

added into two-necked flask by injection syringe. Then temperature was held
at 70°C for polymerization of styrene and MTC. After polymerization for 20h,
reactor was cooled naturally to 50°C to avoid further polymerization reaction
during coating step. Following by adding ammonia and TEOS into reactor
syringe for 1 hour, silica shell was coated on polymeric core. As-synthesize
spheres were purified and separated from the other reaction solution by
centrifuging at 11000rpm for 10min for 3 times, washed with pure ethanol.
Temperature-time plot of the synthesis process of submicron particles is
shown in Fig.4.

2.2.3 Synthesis of micron-sized polystyrene spheres
AIBN was used as initiator, PVP was used as stabilizer and styrene was
used as monomer, MTC was used as co-monomer. Deionized water and ethanol
were used as solvent. All of PVP, ethanol and water were charged into a 250
mL two-necked flask. After sealing one of the openings of two-necked flask by
plug, reactor was deoxygenated by fluxing nitrogen gas at room temperature
for 10min. Meanwhile, the solution was stirred by stirring bar, with a constant
300rpm. Then all of styrene and MTC was injected into reactor by injection
syringe, which all of AIBN was dissolved in styrene before injection. After 10
more minutes to remove all oxygen in reactor, reaction temperature was
gradually increased to 70°C on the hot plate. Then the temperature was held at
70°C for polymerization of styrene and MTC. After polymerization, reactor was
cooled naturally to 50°C to avoid further polymerization reaction during
15

coating step. Following by adding ammonia and TEOS into reactor syringe for
1 hour, silica shell was coated on polymeric core. As-synthesize spheres were
purified and separated from other reaction medium by centrifuging at
6000rpm for 10min for 3 times, washed with pure ethanol. Temperature-time
plot of synthesis process of micron-sized particles is shown in Fig.5.

2.2.3 Analysis tools
The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) samples were prepared with
gold or platinum coating to increase the conductivity. SEM images were
obtained by Hitachi S4800 with operation voltage of 10~30kV.
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Figure 4 Schematic plot of the synthesis process of submicron particles
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Figure 5 Schematic plot of the synthesis process of micron-sized particles
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2.3 Results and discussion
Because water is also a kind of weak lewis base, which works as catalyst
of hydrolysis reaction of TEOS, existence of excess catalyst will cause
formation of tiny silica particles instead of coating on PS core. In order to coat
silica shell on polymeric core in one reactor, we have to avoid using pure water
as solvent, so we choice and fix the mixture of 60mL ethanol and 5mL water as
solvent to investigate the influence of other factors on size, morphology and
distribution of PS-silica core-shell beads.

2.3.1 Synthesis of submicron core-shell spheres
In general, synthesis of submicron particles needs strong polarity solution
like pure water, to reduce the solubility of PS nuclei to decrease size of
polymeric particles. But water is also catalyst of hydrolysis reaction of TEOS,
excess catalyst will cause formation of tiny silica particles. And also initiator
AIBA, which is generally used in the synthesis of submicron polystyrene
spheres have a very poor solubility in alcohol solvent. So in the case for
synthesis of submicron particles in week polarity solution, a seeding process is
necessary.

Effect of concentration of RPM on size and uniformity of core-shell beads
Because using monodisperse beads is a precondition of formation of HCP
particle array. Meanwhile, size of silica shell is mainly determined by size of
19

polymeric core. The optimal condition of synthesis of monodisperse
polystyrene-MTC core was investigated. In order to study effect of RPM on
uniformity and size of polymeric core, RPM was selected as 150, 300, 360, and
450. Formulations used in this part of experiment were as follows: AIBN: 0.05g
St: 12mL, MTC: 0.2mL, PVP: 1.5g, EtOH: 60mL, H2O: 5mL.
Fig.6 shows SEM image of as-synthesized core-shell particles with
different rpm, and the table of individual experiment condition and the
relationship between the standard deviation of size and rpm. RPM is change
from 150rpm to 450rpm.
Because different of RPM will cause different shear force in the reactor, if
the shear force is too weak, the effect of stirring is also very weak. In this case,
there is serious aggregation phenomenon of polymeric bead. In this case,
instead of individual particles, a polymeric bulk is formed. On the other hand,
high rpm will cause high shear force. If rpm is too high, strong eddy current
will also reduce uniformity of particles. By these reasons, a moderate rpm is
necessary. According to SEM image, we select 360rpm as optimal condition in
the following experiment.

Effect of concentration of initiator (AIBN) on size and uniformity of
core-shell sphere

In order to investigate effect of initiator concentration on uniformity and
size of core-shell spheres, amount of AIBN was selected as 0.05g, 0.1g, 0.2g
20

and 0.3g. Formulations used in this part of experiment were as follows: St:
12mL, MTC: 0.2mL, PVP: 1.5g, EtOH: 60mL, H2O: 5mL, TEOS: 6mL, ammonia:
4mL. RPM: 360
Fig.7 shows SEM image of as-synthesized core-shell particles with
different amount of initiator and table of individual experiment condition and
relationship between size of core-shell beads and amount of imitator. Amount
of AIBN is changed from 0.05g to 0.3g.
In general, as concentration of initiator increases, size of particles should
reduce by seeding effect, more nuclei are formed in the polymerization.[32]
But in our experiment, size of core-shell beads increases with increasing of
concentration of AIBN. This can be explained by following reasons. At first,
more seeds are produced with lower molecular weight than general cases.
Then stabilizer grafted polymeric core becomes more soluble and stabilizer
becomes less effective. As a result, size of polymeric core is able to grow
bigger.[33,34] Therefore, we can conclude that, by increasing amount of AIBN,
size of the core-shell beads become bigger.

Effect of concentration of styrene (monomer) on size and uniformity of
core-shell beads

In order to investigate effect of styrene on uniformity and size of
core-shell beads, amount of AIBN was selected as 8mL, 10mL, 12mL, and
14mL. Formulations used in this part of experiment were as follows: AIBN:
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0.05g, MTC: 0.2mL, PVP: 1.5g, EtOH: 60mL, H2O: 5mL, TEOS: 6mL, ammonia:
4mL. RPM: 360.
Fig.8 shows SEM image of as-synthesized core-shell particles with
different amount of monomer and table of individual experiment condition
and relationship between size of core-shell beads and amount of imitator.
Amount of AIBN is changed from 8mL to 14mL.
In general, as increasing of amount of monomer in reaction, size of
polymeric core should reduce, because of seeding effect.[32] But precondition
of this conclusion is that monomer dissolves well in solvent to produce more
radicals. In the case of our experiment, solvent is mixture of water and ethanol.
As a polar solvent, both of them do not have a good solubility for styrene. So,
instead of mixture of water and ethanol, as a non-polar solvent, styrene works
as actual solvent for polystyrene oligomer. By this reason, more amount of
styrene increases solubility of polystyrene oligomer. The precipitation of
polymeric oligomers becomes difficult; this effect increases the critical degree
of polymerization in the reaction.[33] So we can conclude that, by increasing
amount of monomer, the size of the core-shell beads become bigger.

Effect of concentration of PVP (stabilizer) on size and uniformity of
core-shell beads

In order to investigate effect of PVP on uniformity and size of core-shell
beads, amount of AIBN was selected as 1g, 1.25g, 1.5g and 1.75g. Formulations
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used in this part of experiment were as follows: AIBN: 0.05g, St: 12ml, MTC:
0.2mL, EtOH: 60mL, H2O: 5mL, TEOS: 6mL, ammonia: 4mL. Rpm: 360.
Fig.9 shows SEM image of as-synthesized core-shell particles with
different amount of stabilizer and table of individual experiment condition and
relationship between size of core-shell beads and amount of imitator. amount
of PVP is changed from 1g to 1.75g.
SEM image shows that size of core-shell beads decrease with increasing of
amount of PVP in reaction. This phenomenon can be explained as follow. More
amount of PVP in solvent can increase amount of PVP which absorbed by
individual polymeric oligomers. Because PVP grafted polymeric core is
keeping on absorbing onto the growing beads until particles is stable enough
to avoid further coalescence by protection of PVP graft.[33,34] So we can
conclude that, by increasing amount of stabilizer, size of core-shell beads
become smaller.

Effect of concentration of MTC (co-monomer) on size and uniformity of
core-shell beads

In order to investigate effect of MTC on uniformity and size of core-shell
beads, amount of AIBN was selected as 0mL, 0.2mL, 0.3mL and 0.4mL.
Formulations used in this part of experiment were as follows: AIBN: 0.05g, St:
12ml, PVP: 1.5g, EtOH: 60mL, H2O: 5mL, TEOS: 6mL, ammonia: 4mL. RPM:
360.
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Fig.10 shows SEM image of as-synthesized core-shell particles with
different amount of MTC, and table of individual experiment condition and
relationship between size of core-shell beads and amount of imitator. Amount
of MTC is changed from 0mL to 0.4mL
Main function of MTC is increasing positive charge density on polymeric
core surface. SEM image shows that, silica shell is not able to be coated on
polymeric core without MTC. This is caused by low positive charge density on
polymeric core surface, so the attractive force of polymeric core to TEOS or
hydrolyzed TEOS is too weak to absorb silica on the surface. Instead of form a
uniform silica shell, tiny silica beads are produced.
On the other hand, with increasing of amount of MTC, size of core-shell
beads become bigger. I think this result is caused by following reasons.
Because comparing with amount of other monomer (styrene) in the
experiment, amount of MTC is relative small. Different with changing amount
of monomer, various amount of MTC will not change amount of non-polar
solvent in reaction too much. There are two main affection factors of MTC on
the size of core-shell particles. First one is the steric-hinerance effect. Because
of relative big molecule of MTC, it will reduce effect of stabilizer. In other word,
increasing amount of MTC increases size of polymeric core. Other factor is
electrostatic effect. More amount of MTC increases positive charge density on
the surface, that is, thicker silica shell can be adsorbed on the polymeric core.
But if positive charge density of polymeric core is too high, it will cause a lot
tiny nuclei on the silica shell. In this case, silica shell is not a smooth surface
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any more, but a rough surface with a lot of protuberances. To conclude,
existence of MTC is necessary to coat silica shell on the polymeric core, by
increasing amount of MTC, size of core-shell beads become bigger.

2.3.2 Synthesis of micron-sized core-shell spheres
In the case of synthesis of micron-sized core-shell beads, all the
experiment process were same with synthesis of submicron core-shell beads,
with exception of the absent of seeding step. So all factors which affected size
and uniformity of core-shell beads had same tendency with previous
experiment, and needed not to be repeated here. Fig.11 shows the as-synthesis
micron-sized core-shell spheres and the recipe of experiment.

2.3.3 Features of as-synthesized particles
There are two important features of as-synthesized particles, one is
shrinkable shell, and another is decomposable core.
Shrinkage shell is caused by weak base environment in the reactor. As a
weak base, ammonia can not only work as catalyst of the hydroxylation of
TEOS, but also it can increase the porosity of coated silica shell. Because of
porous silica shell, during thermal treatment, size of the hollow silica beads
becomes smaller.
Decomposable core is caused by the common property of organic core.
Polymeric core cannot survive at high temperature in the air. In the case for
polystyrene, if temperature is higher than 550°C, it will completely decompose
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from solid state to gas state in the atmosphere. According to these two unique
properties of as-synthesized core-shell particles, after thermal treatment at
high temperature in the air, size of hollow silica beads become smaller,
meantime, PS core is removed and spherical shape is remained. Core-shell
particle is transformed into hollow silica shell with a smaller size than
as-synthesized beads. Fig.12 shows the schematic picture of features of
as-synthesized particles.
SEM images of core-shell particles synthesized with different amount of
TEOS after thermal treatment are shown in Fig.13. As we know that if we
increase amount of TEOS in the reaction, thickness of silica shell will become
thicker. During high temperature thermal treatment, if silica shell is not thick
enough, hollow particle will not able to maintain spherical shape. However, on
the other hand, more tiny silica beads are formed by using more TEOS due to
more amount of silicon sources.
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Figure 6 SEM images of polystyrene-MTC copolymer beads at various RPM
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Figure 7 SEM images of polystyrene-MTC core-shell beads at various amount
of AIBN
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Figure 8 SEM images of polystyrene-MTC core-shell beads at various amount
of styrene
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Figure 9 SEM images of polystyrene-MTC core-shell beads at various amount
of PVP
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Figure 10 SEM images of polystyrene-MTC core-shell beads at various amount
of MTC
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Figure 11 SEM images of submicron sized polystyrene-MTC core-shell beads
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Figure 12 SEM image and schematic picture of shrinkable feature of
as-synthesized particles
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Figure 13 SEM images of core-shell particles synthesized with different
amount of TEOS after thermal treatment
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2.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, various sized monodisperse shrinkable PS-silica core-shell
beads was synthesized. By adjusting different experiment parameter, size of
core-shell beads could be synthesized from 300nm to 3µm. Effects on the
uniformity and size of RPM, amount of initiator, stabilizer, monomer, and
co-monomer

were

investigated.

Uniform

polystyrene-MTC

core

was

successfully synthesized and smooth silica shell is coated on the core.
There were two important features of as-synthesized particles, one was
shrinkable shell, and another was decomposable core. After thermal treatment
at high temperature in the air, size of silica shell became smaller, meantime, PS
core was removed and spherical shape is remained. Core-shell particle was
transformed into hollow silica shell with a smaller size than as-synthesized
beads.
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Chapter 3. Fabrication of hexagonal non-closed packed
hollow silica particle on sapphire substrate
3.1 Introduction
Colloidal crystal made by inorganic or polymer particles attracted
extensive interest due to their promising potential application, such as optical,
photonic bandgap materials, data storage nanoparticle lithography and
sensing [35~37]. A lot of technologies have been researched to fabricate
large-area 2D colloidal crystal, such as spin-coating method [38],
electric-field-induced eletrokinetic flowing [39], air–water interfacial floating
method [40], and Lamgmuir-Blodgett deposition [41]. Comparing with
close-packed colloidal crystal, non-close-packed (NCP) colloidal crystals have
a tunable distance between individual particles. This unique property makes
them to be very attractive materials for photonic devices. Until now,
monolayer NCP colloidal crystal has been fabricated by the several different
methods, such as reactive ion etching, template-induced assembly, optical
tweezers,

soft

lithography,

and

manipulation

of

dipole-dipole

interaction.[42~46] However, all of these methods have relative complicated
fabrication process or very small area of NCP monolayer.
In our research, a novel and simple method of fabrication of hexagonal
non-closed packed hollow silica particle on sapphire substrate was proposed.
The main point in this study was using shrinkable property of PS-silica
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core-shell beads. At first, hexagonal closed packed PS-silica core-shell beads
was coated on the sapphire substrate by spin-coating method. Then substrate
was heated in the furnace at high temperature to remove organic core and
reduce size of silica shell. After thermal treatment, HCP PS-silica core-shell
beads array was transformed to HNCP hollow silica particle array. By
controlling time of thermal treatment, coverage percentage of hollow silica
beads on the substrate was changed from 85% to 50%. However, due to
connection between neighboring particles, HNCP pattern was not perfect.
These connection defects were inevitably formed during thermal treatment
with low ramping time. The schematic picture and SEM image of this
fabrication process is shown in Fig.14.
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Figure 14 Schematic picture and SEM image of transformation from HCP array
to HNCP array
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3.2 Experiment and analysis
3.2.1 Materials
Ethanol, sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide were purchased from J.T.
Baker Co. (USA). PS-silica core-shell beads were synthesized by previous
method and dispersed in ethanol solvent. All of materials were used without
further purification.

3.2.2 Fabrication of HCP monolayer of core-shell beads by
spin-coating
Because sapphire substrate is hydrophobic surface, substrates were
treated in the piranha solution (3:1 v/v, 98% sulfuric acid and 35% hydrogen
peroxide) at room temperature for 30min to modify surface of substrate from
hydrophobic to hydrophilic. Piranha solution could break Al-O bonding and
modify surface to hydroxyl group on it. After surface treatment, sapphire
substrate was washed by copious amount of deionized water, and stored in the
deionized water until use.
There were several steps in spin-coating experiment. First one was
cleaning; several drop of deionized water was dropped on sapphire substrate,
and dried by the rotation of spin-coater machine at 4000rpm for 10s, repeat
for three times. Then core-shell beads solution was dropped on the substrate,
and then particle solution was whipped by pipet carefully to separate solution
to whole substrate uniformly. After that, spin-coater machine was turned on;
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solvent was evaporated under high rotation speed condition. In the end,
as-coated substrate was stored in the petri dish until following experiment.

3.2.3 Fabrication of HNCP monolayer of hollow silica beads by
thermal treatment
As-coated sapphire substrates with HCP monolayer core-shell particle
were annealed in furnace at 1100°C under air atmosphere for certain time.
After thermal treatment at high temperature in the air, size of hollow silica
beads became smaller, meantime, PS core was removed. Core-shell particle
was transformed into hollow silica shell with a smaller size than
as-synthesized beads.

3.2.4 Analysis tools
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) samples were prepared with gold or
platinum coating to increase conductivity. SEM images were obtained by
Hitachi S4800 with operation voltage of 10~30kV.
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3.3 Results and discuss
3.2.1 Fabrication of HCP monolayer of core-shell beads by
spin-coating
Spin-coating methods have an advantage for both scaling-up and mass
production. It is the most suitable method for industry production, but it is
also very difficult to find optimal window to fabricate HCP monolayer of
colloidal crystal due to the sensitivity of experiment parameters and
environment conditions.
The capillary force is main driving force for formation of HCP particle
array. The mechanism of formation of monolayer by using spin-coating
methods is balance between evaporation of solvent and capillary force
between particles.[47] Capillary force is caused by difference in gas phase
evaporation rate and surface force effect caused by varied liquid surface
contact line originated by hydrostatic pressure.[48] Capillary forces take effect
when height of liquid is about or lower than diameter of particles. Evaporation
of solvent and centrifuge force is caused by high rotation speed condition of
spin-coater machine. Balance between these three factors is the key point of
fabrication of HCP monolayer particles. For example, by adjusting rpm, we can
control rate of solvent evaporation and centrifuge forces. If rpm is too high in
the spin-coating process, high centrifuge forces and high evaporation rate will
cause low coverage due to imbalance between capillary force and centrifuge
force, capillary force is not strong enough to hold particles together. On the
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other hand, if rpm is too low, low centrifuge force and low evaporation rate
will cause thick fluid thickness and capillary forces is to stronger than
centrifuge force. In this case, multilayer is formed due to unbalance of these
forces. Only when experiment parameters are very precisely controlled,
monolayer of particles can be coated on the substrate uniformly. The process
of spin coating of particles was shown is Fig.15.
General spin-coating process concludes following four steps , first stage is
deposition of coating fluid onto the wafer or substrate, usually this dispense
stage provides a substantial excess of coating solution compared to amount
that will ultimately be required in the final coating thickness. During the later
stage, a uniform thin film of fluid will be formed by balance of centrifuge force
and shearing force. Excess solution will be rotated out of film. At final stage,
because of high rotation speed, evaporation of solvent will be accelerated.
Fig.15 shows schematic picture of spin-coating process.
In the spin-coating experiment, a lot of parameter will influence coating
quality of sample, such as RPM, spin time, acceleration for each spin step,
solvent, concentration and size of particles, temperature and humidity of
atmosphere. All of these parameters are very important factors to determine
quality of coated sample. According to the conclusion of other papers,[47,49]
the function of each factor and reasonable design are summarized in the
Table.1.
By adjusting all of these factors, optimal condition is found. SEM images of
coated sample shows that core-shell beads are coated on the 2-inch sized
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sapphire substrate and HCP monolayer is dominated structure in whole
substrate. Fig.16 shows the SEM image of coated sample from region to region
on 2-inch sized sapphire substrate.

3.3.3 Fabrication of HNCP monolayer of hollow silica beads by
thermal treatment
There are two important features of as-synthesized particles, one is
shrinkable shell, and another is decomposable core. During thermal treatment
in furnace, polymeric core cannot survive in high temperature; it will
completely decompose from solid state to gas state in the atmosphere.
Meantime, because of porous silica shell, size of hollow silica beads becomes
smaller during process of thermal treatment. According to these two unique
properties of as-synthesized core-shell particles, after thermal treatment at
high temperature in the air, size of hollow silica beads become smaller,
meantime, PS core is removed and spherical shape is remained. Core-shell
particle is transformed into hollow silica shell with a smaller size than
as-synthesized beads.
In this study, temperature is set as 1100°C, not only for transformation of
HNCP patterning, but also for fixing hollow shell tightly on the sapphire
substrate by necking effect. As increasing of heating time, silica shell becomes
more and more condense, which means size of silica shell becomes smaller
and smaller. Depending on thermal treatment time, coverage percentage can
be adjusted from 85% to 50%. According to these SEM images we can know
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that, size of hollow shell decreases with longer heating time. PS-silica
core-shell beads can shrink into a hollow silica shell with 55% size of
as-synthesized particles at a minimum. Fig.17 shows the SEM image of NCP
silica shell coated on sapphire substrate with different thermal treatment time.
Fig.18 shows the dependence of thermal treatment time and coverage
percentage of hollow silica shell on the sapphire substrate after thermal
treatment.
Main defects in HNCP silica hollow particle pattern is connection between
particles. Formation of this defect can be explained as follow. Due to porosity
of silica shell, a contraction force is formed at high temperature. This force
points to the center of silica shell. It is also driving force of formation of fully
isolated HNCP array. But there is also other attraction force between
neighboring particles, which connect neighboring particle with each other.
This necking between hollow silica shells is formed at high temperature.
Connection prevents formation of fully isolated individual particles. Fig.19
shows the schematic picture of these two forces. Due to connection between
neighboring particles, HNCP pattern is not perfect. These connection defects
are inevitably formed during thermal treatment with low ramping time
(3°C/min in the furnace). However in the case of thermal treatment with high
ramping time, like in MOCVD camber (180°C/min), connection between
neighboring particles can be avoided.
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Figure 15 Schematic picture of spin coating process
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Table 1 Function of each factor in the spin coating process and reasonable
design
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Figure 16 SEM image of coated sample from region to region on 2-inch sized
sapphire substrate
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Figure 17 SEM image of NCP silica shell coated on sapphire substrate with
different thermal treatment time
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Figure 18 Dependence of thermal treatment time and coverage percentage of
hollow silica shell on the sapphire substrate after thermal treatment
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Figure 19 Schematic picture of formation of defects during thermal treatment
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3.4 Conclusion
By adjusting several experiment parameters in spin-coating process,
sapphire substrate coated by monolayer core-shell particles with HCP
structure was fabricated successfully. SEM images from region to region
showed that HCP monolayer was dominating in whole samples.
After thermal treatment, HCP core-shell particles array was transformed
to HNCP hollow silica particles array. Depending on thermal treatment time,
coverage percentage could be adjusted from 85% to 50%. According to these
SEM images we can know that, size of hollow shell decreased with longer
heating time. PS-silica core-shell beads could shrink into a hollow silica shell
with 55% size of as-synthesized particles at a minimum.
Main defects in HNCP silica hollow particle pattern was connection
between particles. Due to connection between neighboring particles, HNCP
pattern was not perfect. These connection defects were inevitably formed
during thermal treatment with low ramping time. However in the case of
thermal treatment with high ramping time, like in MOCVD camber, connection
between neighboring particles could be avoided.
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Chapter 4. Growth GaN thin films on patterned sapphire
substrate
4.1 Introduction
In the case of growth of GaN, homoepitaxy is a very difficult and high cost
work due to the hardship of fabrication of GaN substrate. Although using the
heteroepitaxial growth to fabricate GaN thin films solve problem of high cost
in the fabrication process, the performance of devices are still suffered by poor
crystal quality of GaN epitaxial layer. There are 3 main problems of
heteroepitaxial layer. First problems the high threading dislocation density in
the GaN thin films. Second problem is low external extraction efficiency of GaN
based Led devices. Third problem is water bowing. Due to large difference of
thermal expansion coefficient between sapphire substrate and GaN epitaxial
layer, after growth at high temperature, bowing of water happens at room
temperature. It will increase cost and lower quality of production.
In order to solve these problems of conventional GaN based LED devices, a
lot of effective methods were proposed. One of the most famous methods is
named as LEO. However, due to the complicated fabrication process, cost of
this technique is quiet high. Other well-known method to fabricate high
efficiency LED devices is PSS. This method is also very complicated and
expensive. Recently, using silicon substrate or sapphire substrate coated by
monolayer of silica beads as core to grow high quality GaN thin films was
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reported. Existence of silica beads can not only work as mask to reduce
dislocation density, but also increase external quantum efficiency and bowing
effect. In order to further remove stress of GaN epitaxial film, one of seniors in
our group, Jonghak Kim reported a method of using hollow silica monolayer
coated sapphire as substrate to grow GaN thin films. Experiment result
showed that stress of epitaxial films is greatly reduced.
In this work, HNCP hollow silica shell coated sapphire was used as
substrate to growth GaN thin films. There are three advantages of patterning
substrate. At first, hollow silica shell works as mask to reduce density of
threading dislocations. Then, hollow silica shell can provide space to reduce
stress of epitaxial layer. In the end, this periodic hollow particle array can
increase external quantum efficiency by scattering effect.
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4.2 Experiment and analysis
4.2.1 MOCVD system
In this work, Tomas Swan 3*2’’(incorporated 3 substrates of 2 inch size)
close coupled showerhead MOCVD system was used to grow GaN thin films.
Solkatronics Blue-ammonia(NH3) of 6N purity was used as nitrogen sources,
and trimethylgallium (TMGa) was used as gallium sources.

4.2.2 Growth procedure
At first, HNCP hollow shell coated sample was heated at 1100°C for 5min
as thermal cleaning in the MOCVD chamber. Then temperature of reactor was
cooled down to 550°C to grow a low temperature GaN buffer layer at 100 Torr.
Subsequently, temperature of reactor was heated to 1040°C for growth of GaN
thin films.

4.2.3 Analysis tools
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) samples were prepared with gold or
platinum coating to increase the conductivity. SEM images were obtained by
Hitachi S4800 with operation voltage of 10~30kV.
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Photoluminescene (PL)
PL measurement was carried out at room temperature with 325nm line of
He-Cd laser. The PL signal was disperse by a SPEX monochromator and
detected by liquid-nitrogen-cooled charge couple device detector.

X-ray diffraction (XRD)
Panalytical X’pert instrument was used for high resolution XRD
measurement and theta-2theta scan. The angle divergence of 12 arcsec or less
can be obtained by 4 bounce Ge 022 channel cut monochromator.
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4.3 Results and discuss
In the following experiment, HNCP hollow silica shell coated sapphire is
used as substrate to grow GaN thin films. Size of particles before thermal
treatment and after thermal treatment is 1.44μm and 1.33μm respectively.
Coverage percentage of silica shell is about 80%, a very high value. GaN crystal
can be grown from opening space on the substrate which comes from
shrinkage of silica shell and the vacancy between closed packed particles.
Width of space is about 200~400nm. In order to study the initial growth mode
of GaN crystal, high temperature grow time is set as 3min. According to SEM
image, we can know that all of GaN seeds located on the sapphire substrate
between silica hollow shells. With more growth time, GaN are grown from
isolated seeds into connective islands. Fig.20 shows SEM images of nucleation
process of GaN thin films (3 min growth). Fig.21 shows SEM images of initial
growth mode of GaN thin films (20min growth)
The buffer layer is essential to grow high quality of GaN thin films to avoid
formation of polycrystalline GaN thin films. Buffer layer is polycrystalline GaN
grown at low temperature. At high temperature, this buffer layer is
recrystallized and transformed to crystalline GaN seed. Due to extra high
coverage percentage of our substrate, a two-step method is selected to grow
GaN thin films. After grown of buffer layer, MOCVD chamber was heated to
high temperature to grow single crystalline GaN thin films. In general high
pressure in MOCVD camber (300Tor.) is benefit from higher crystalline quality,
but less tendency of lateral growth. On the other hand, low pressure is good
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for increasing tendency of lateral overgrowth, but poorer crystal quality.
Because of high coverage percentage of our substrate, we use high pressure
growth for 30min, then low pressure growth for 2 hours. The reason of using
high pressure growth for initial 30min is making a high quality GaN islands at
first. Then using low pressure to coalesce these islands, crystal quality is
expected higher than using low pressure mode only due to high-quality seeds.
The cross section and plan view SEM images is shown is Fig.22. Due to high
coverage percentage of substrate, GaN film is not fully coalescent. Reasons of
this morphology are shown as follow. At first high coverage leaves less space
for nucleation of GaN seed, then formation of films will become more difficult.
Second factor is due to uniformity of films is not good enough. Existence of
bilayer region or aggregate particles will also prevent both nucleation of GaN
and lateral over growth. Third factor is imperfect growth condition. By
adjusting parameter in MOCVD camber, we can increase tendency of lateral
overgrowth. By solve these three problems, fully coalescent films could be
possible to grow on our HNCP hollow beads coated sample with ultra-high
coverage percentage. SEM images of partially detached GaN thin films and
high-magnification cross section picture are shown in the Fig.23, Fig.24. From
these images we can clearly observe the dense packed HNCP hollow beads
structure. As a conclusion, self-assembly HNCP hollow silica particle pattern is
successfully embedded with GaN thin films.
The PL spectra of sample grown on the bare sapphire substrate and HNCP
hollow shell coated sapphire substrate are shown in Fig.25. PL spectra shows
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that PL intensity is enhanced by 7 times by using hollow silica beads coated
substrate. This enhancement is due to three factors, one is scattering effect of
hollow silica beads, second is caused by higher crystal quality of GaN thin films,
last one is by reason of scattering effect of rough surface. The main peak in the
spectra corresponds to the near edge emission of GaN of c-plane. The shoulder
peak in the hollow silica beads embedded films corresponds to the emission of
semi-polar plane on GaN side wall without fully coalescent. Also peak of PL
spectra is red shifted from 361.8nm to 363.5nm by using hollow silica beads
coated substrate. This is due to the void provided by hollow silica shells reduce
stress in GaN films.
The XRD spectra of sample grown on the bare sapphire substrate and
HNCP hollow shell coated sapphire substrate are shown in Fig.26. In XRD
measurement, FWHM value of (102) plane is reduced from 521.1 to 335.1
arcsec, but FWHM value of (002) plane is increase from 256.1 to 314.9 with
using HNCP silica hollow beads coated substrate. FWHM values of (102) plane
and (002) plane in GaN are related to the densities of edge dislocation and
screw dislocation, respectively. Due to lateral overgrowth of GaN films, density
of edge dislocation is significantly decreased by using HNCP silica hollow
beads coated substrate. On the other hand, because growth condition is not
fully optimized, and screw dislocations do not change their propagation
direction in the lateral overgrowth mode, density of screw dislocation is
increased.[13] We can conclude that crystal quality of GaN thin films is
improved by using HNCP hollow silica beads coated substrate.
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Figure 20 SEM images of nucleation process of GaN thin films (3 min growth).
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Figure 21SEM images of initial growth mode of GaN thin films (20min growth)
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Figure 22 SEM images of plan and cross section view of GaN thin films (2.5h
growth)
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Figure 23 SEM images of partially detached GaN thin films
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Figure 24 SEM image of high-magnification cross section of GaN film
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Figure 25 PL spectra of sample grown on the bare sapphire substrate and
HNCP hollow shell coated sapphire substrate
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Figure 26 XRD spectra of sample grown on the bare sapphire substrate
and HNCP hollow shell coated sapphire substrate
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4.4 Conclusion
Self-assembly HNCP hollow silica particle pattern was successfully
embedded with GaN thin films with ultra-high coverage percentage.
Unfortunately, GaN thin films were not fully coalescent by current growth
condition. Reasons are shown as follow. At first high coverage ratio of mask
leaves less space for nucleation of GaN seed, then formation of films will
become more difficult. Second factor is due to uniformity of films is not good
enough. Existence of bilayer region or aggregate particles will also prevent
both nucleation of GaN and lateral over growth. Third factor is imperfect
growth condition. By adjusting parameter in MOCVD camber, we can increase
the tendency of lateral overgrowth. By solve these three problems, fully
coalescent films can be possible to grow on our HNCP hollow beads coated
sample.
PL and XRD measurement shows that quality of GaN films was improved
by embedding HNCP hollow silica shells. Light extraction was enhanced by
scattering effect of HNCP hollow silica particle array. Stress of GaN films was
also reduced by void provided by hollow particles.
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Chapter 5.Conclusion
Various sized monodisperse shrinkable PS-silica core-shell beads was
synthesized. By adjusting different experiment parameter, size of core-shell
beads could be synthesized from 300nm to 3µm. effects on uniformity and size
of amount of rpm, initiator, stabilizer, monomer, and co-monomer were
investigated. Uniform polystyrene-MTC core was successfully synthesized and
smooth silica shell was coated on the core.
By adjusting several experiment parameters in spin-coating process,
sapphire substrate coated by monolayer core-shell particles with HCP
structure was fabricated successfully. SEM images from region to region show
that HCP monolayer was dominating in whole samples.
After thermal treatment, HCP core-shell particles array was transformed
to HNCP hollow silica particles array. Depending on thermal treatment time,
coverage percentage could be adjusted from 85% to 50%. Size of hollow shell
decreased with longer heating time. PS-silica core-shell beads shrunk into a
hollow silica shell with 55% size of as-synthesized particles at a minimum.
Due to connection between neighboring particles, HNCP pattern was not
perfect. These connection defects were inevitably formed during thermal
treatment with low ramping time. However in the case of thermal treatment
with high ramping time, like in MOCVD camber, connection between
neighboring particles could be avoided.
Self-assembly HNCP hollow silica particle pattern was successfully
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embedded with GaN thin films with ultra-high coverage percentage.
Unfortunately, GaN thin films were not fully coalescent by current growth
condition. GaN thin films could be expected to grow from HNCP patterned
substrate by adjusting experiment condition or reducing coverage percentage
of hollow silica shell.
PL and XRD measurement shows that quality of GaN films was improved
by embedding HNCP hollow silica shells. Light extraction was enhanced by
scattering effect of HNCP hollow silica particle array. Stress of GaN films was
also reduced by void provided by hollow particles.
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